Frequently Asked
Questions
Why Do Some of Your Oils Cost More Than Others?

Because we are charged more for some oils than others; some, quite a lot more.
For many years we charged a flat price for all but “Premium” motors oils and, in those days,
our cost for major brands were very similar. Suppliers raised their price to us once or twice a
year, and only twenty or twenty-five cents at a time (per gallon).
Years ago, that changed. The price spread between brands increased, and the price increases
began to come more frequent and much larger - at times a dollar or more at a time.
After a few months of that, we decided it was no longer fair to charge a flat price – to
have the people using lower priced oils subsidizing higher priced products. So at that time
we installed a program that allowed customers who wanted lower priced oils to pay lower
prices, and only the higher priced oils cost more. In essence, we allowed the oil companies to
set the price hierarchy for their products; they could position themselves on the low end, the
high end, or in the middle.
Over the past few years, the rapid and frequent increasing in pricing stopped and we have
been able to stabilize prices. We’ve even been able to reduce our price for some products as
a few brands have slowly come down in price. But it has never been truer that prices come
down much slower than they go up.

What Do You Do With My Used Oil?

Simply put - we recycle it!
First, all our stores have waste oil heaters that keep our buildings warm during the winter months.
The oil that isn’t used for heating is shipped from our stores through the company Custom
Recyclers for recycling, where it is cleaned and used for a variety of purposes.

Do I Really Need to Change My Oil Every 3000-5000 Miles?

Maybe yes, but maybe no.
Every vehicle is different and has different requirements for oil weight and how often it is
changed. The best way to tell is by looking in your owner’s manual.
For example, below is a page from a 2005 Subaru Baja Owner’s Manual. One thing to remember is
to always look at “maintenance under severe conditions.” Severe conditions are usually defined
as operating in extreme cold or hot climates, stop-and-go driving or driving on dusty roadways vehicles in our region normally operate in these conditions. If you drive mostly on the highway
during mild times of the year, look at the maintenance schedule under “normal” conditions.

